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Tri-Energy Cooperative (Cenex) Gallons of Gratitude program to donate over $250,000 to local school foundations for teacher classroom supplies and enhancements.

Tri-Energy Cooperative has announced a partnership with the Dickinson Public Schools Foundation called Gallons of Gratitude, which is meant to recognize the excellence of our teachers despite the ongoing challenges they face. For every fill up at Cenex-branded fuel stations, a portion of the transaction will go to support our teachers’ supply and educational experience budgets for their classrooms. This year, Tri-Energy Cooperative will provide $250,000 to local public-school foundations in Bismarck, Mandan and Dickinson. Locally, this donation will enable the Dickinson Public Schools Foundation to provide $140 in reimbursements so that 336 DPS teachers may enhance the learning within their classrooms.

Denley Vennes, CEO at Tri-Energy Cooperative states, Dickinson Public Schools will start off the school year on Thursday, August 26.

For more information, contact: Karen Heidt, Director of Development
Dickinson Public Schools Foundation, Inc.
701-590-0495